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AUSTIN’S HISTORY-MAKERS SHINE AT AHCA ANNUAL MEETING

Seven of the nine living former Austin mayors were on hand to be recognized for their participation in the AHCA’s Oral History Project. From left to right are Will Wynn, Ron Mullen,
Lee Leffingwell, Carole Keeton, Gus Garcia, Frank Cooksey, and Lee Cooke. The oral histories were funded by grants from Humanities Texas and the Lola Wright Foundation.

Anytime you get seven former Austin Mayors in one room, it’s a
pretty special occasion. Add in other Austin luminaries who helped
shape our city and you have a gathering worthy of celebration. That
was the case on May 22 as the Austin History Center Association
turned its annual meeting into an honoring of 31 notable Austinites
whose oral histories have been recorded and transcribed, and will
become part of the Austin History Center’s permanent collection.

Former AHCA president and current board member Evan
Taniguchi introduces new member Pastor Steve Manning.

Each year, the AHCA Annual Meeting is an effective confluence of business and pleasure. Executive Director Jeff Cohen presented a report on
the healthy financial state of the AHCA and Nominations Committee
chair Terrell Blodgett presented the slate of officers for the coming year.
AHCA President Charles Betts presided over election of the board of
directors and introduced three new directors – Pastor Steve Manning of
the Sweet Home Baptist Church; ANNUAL MEETING ... PAGE 5 E

AHCA board member Liz Bremond poses with newly
elected member Arnold Garcia.

Newly-elected AHCA board member Charles Page
shares the moment with Toni Thomasson.

Luncheon Attracts Visionaries, honors Austin’s Insurgent Spirit
It might not have been a shot heard around the world, but if Austin innkeeper
Angelina Eberly hadn’t lit the fuse on a six-pound cannon in late December of
1842, we might all be traveling to Houston every odd-numbered year for sessions
of the Texas Legislature.
This December will be the 175th anniversary of Eberly’s fateful cannon shot,
the one that alerted town folk in Austin that the Texas Rangers, by order of President Sam Houston, were making off with the Republic of Texas archives, a clear
threat to Austin’s claim as capital of the republic. Thanks to Eberly’s canon shot,
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the archives were recaptured in short order and
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It looks like this column is becoming a means to update readers on expansion and
renovation news for the Austin History Center, so I might as well keep it going! This fall, we will
start one part of the renovations to the current building with funds from the 2012 city bond
election. At this time we will bring in an art conservator to work on restoring and conserving
the intricate paintings on the front porch loggia.
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Detail from the AHC loggia painting from 2010. Photo by Grace McEvoy.

The decorative ceiling paintings were done originally in 1933 by Harold “Bubi” Jessen and
Peter Allidi. They include elements such as floral motifs, a Pegasus, as well as various design
elements that harken to other parts of the building, such as the iron scrollwork on the doors.
Allidi was a Swiss born artist who moved to Austin in 1916, and he worked as an artist and
interior decorator on numerous buildings in Austin. Jessen had just completed his architecture
degree at MIT when he was commissioned to do the painting. He went on to become a
well-known architect in his own right, including serving as principal in his own firm, Jessen
Associates, Inc. (started with his brother Wolf in 1938, and joined later by Charles Millhouse
and Alton Greeven). One of their last jobs was the John Henry Faulk library building, which will
become part of the Austin History Center when the new Central Library opens in November.
Exterior paintings are destined to deteriorate over time because of their exposure to
the elements. The loggia paintings received their first restoration in the 1980s when the
building was renovated to become the AHC. The library hired Shelley Sass, an architectural
conservator from New York who specializes in stone work and painted finishes, and she treated
the painting in the summer of 1984. She also completed a treatment report that included
recommendations for future work. More than 30 years have passed since the last treatment,
but her recommendations still apply and will be guiding the new work scheduled to begin in
the fall. So, when you see scaffolding up on our porch in October, know that we are taking
the necessary steps to ensure that the beautiful loggia paintings will be enjoyed by the next
generation of AHC visitors.
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New to the AHC

RECENT ACQUISITIONS

Over the last three months, the Austin History Center has received 36
donations to add to its collections, totaling 24.5 linear feet. Of particular
interest this period were 48 large size color photographs from the
Drawing Lines Public Art Project, Los Outsiders (District One). The
project was organized by Go Collaborative. The AHC also received a
collection of research materials from the family of Roger Griffin who
wrote his doctoral dissertation in the 1970s on E. M. Pease. A monetary
gift of $5,000 accompanied the donation for processing the collection.
These funds, along with a donation from the AHCA, went toward hiring
an intern, who began working at the AHC this summer.
The AHC received a large donation of material related to the
Bremond Family. This material belonged to the great, great grandson
of John Bremond, Sr., William Bremond Houston, and was found in a
storage room at 504 West 7th St. Material donated includes financial
documents (sailboat company, coffee roasting company and multiple
property holdings), correspondence, plans, photographs and artifacts.

 Wesley Chapel Methodist Church. PICA 03542, Austin History Center, Austin Public Library.

at the local and regional levels. Dr. Dixon was born on June 6, 1944,
to the late Bishop Ernest T. Dixon, Jr. and Lois Dixon. In 1973, Dr.
Dixon became the pastor of Wesley United Methodist Church in Austin (formerly Wesley Chapel Methodist Episcopal Church), which was
established at the end of the Civil War for freed people of color in the
Austin area. The church still serves a predominantly African American congregation. Dr. Dixon served and continues to serve on many
Austin boards and agencies, including: the Capitol Area United Way;
Child and Family Services Incorporated; the Campfire Girls’ Board of
Directors; the City of Austin Planning Commission; the Men and Boys
Harvest Foundation, and the African American Cultural Heritage District (of which he is a founding member). As a relentless community
activist, he was a member of the Austin Black Assembly, which led
the charge for the renaming of 19th Street to Martin Luther King, Jr.
Blvd. He also served as the president of the East 11th Street Village
Association that was tasked with developing the first Neighborhood
Comprehensive Plan for East 11th Street in Austin in the late 1980s
and early 1990s.

NEW DIGITAL COLLECTIONS
The AHC recently completed its latest digital project with the Portal to
Texas History. The Frank Caldwell Collection contains hundreds of
photographs documenting various parts of Texas from about the 1880s
through the 1930s. Frank Caldwell (1883-1962), a lifelong resident of
Austin, worked as a traveling salesman for Hartwell Brothers Wholesalers,
but his passion was Texas history and he spent much of his time
collecting materials on the topic. His collection of photographs is a mix
of snapshots and professional photographs and includes personal
images of family members, photographs given to him by friends, and
photos that he presumably purchased. In this selection are scenes from
across Texas including missions in San Antonio; assorted county
courthouses; railroad lines in various parts of the state; natural locations
such as Bull Creek, Marble Falls, the Palo Duro Canyon, San Pedro
Springs, and the Pecos and Brazos rivers; Fort Sam Houston and Fort
Bliss; and cotton processing in Abilene. People that appear in the photos
include Sallie Carlton, Big Foot Wallace, Junius Peak and Texas Rangers,
sheriffs, firemen, and school children. There are events and activities
depicted such as leisure activities in Galveston, the first flight in Texas, a
bullfight in Juarez, Mexico, family outings at Mount Bonnell in Austin,
and excursions in early automobiles.
You can view the online photos at:
https://texashistory.unt.edu/explore/partners/ASPL/browse/?fq=untl_
collection%3AFRANKC

Ellison Photo Company Records. AR.1991.054
The Ellison Photo Company was a commercial photography business
in Austin, and was most active in the first half of the 20th century. The
company was started in 1900 as the Jordan Photo Company by Elmer
P. Jordan. The studio was located on the 2nd floor of the building
at 610 Congress Ave. Upon Jordan’s death, his widow operated the
business for a short time before selling it in 1914 to Alfred Ellison
and Edmund P. Cravens, who had been working at the American
National Bank. Ellison bought Cravens’ interest within a couple years.
By 1920, the company moved to the first floor of 615 Congress Ave.
For a short time the company was known as Jordan-Ellison Company
before becoming Ellison Photo Company around 1932. In the 1950s
the company began focusing more and more on retail sales rather
than commercial photography services. Russell Chalberg joined the
company in 1955 as a salesman and purchased Ellison’s interest in
1963. In 1967 Chalberg added a second store, located in the North
Village Shopping Center, managed by Sherman Lindsay. Chalberg
donated the accumulated photo holdings (approximately 13,300
prints and negatives) to the AHC in 1969. By 1980 the company
had a third retail location on Cameron Road. The first two locations
closed by 1983 and the company closed entirely by the late 1980s.
This is a small collection consisting of 2 certificates and 2 scrapbooks
documents the Ellison Photo Studio from the late 1930s through the
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mid-1950s.

NEWLY PROCESSED COLLECTIONS
Since the last edition of Austin Remembers, staff at the AHC
processed unique manuscript and photograph collections, and over
56,000 items. Here are a few collections recently completed:
Dr. Freddie B Dixon Papers. AR.2014.047
Dr. Freddie B. Dixon, Sr. is a retired United Methodist minister and
Austin resident of over 38 years who works as a community leader
and civil rights advocate for African Americans and Hispanics in East
Austin. This collection contains his personal papers, reflecting his career in the Methodist church as well as his leadership in East Austin’s
African American community, and his volunteer work with Austin Independent School District (AISD) and civic and religious organizations
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�A...NEW TO THE AHC
Mexican American Trailblazers Collection AR.2010.016
This project was first conceived in 2008 by Gloria Espitia, Mexican
American Neighborhood Liaison at the AHC, in an effort to educate and
promote the importance of preserving the untold stories and memories
of local Mexican Americans. The collection and project celebrates the
lives of Mexican Americans who have lived in Austin and Travis County
and were the first to blaze a trail in the respective communities of the
arts, business, media, education, public health, humanities, politics,
public service and sports. The collection consists of Trailblazers nominee
information for 60 individuals. Included are project and grant proposals
and summaries, selection committee information, media coverage,
audiovisual materials, correspondence, nomination forms, photographs
of many of the nominees, oral history interviews, and textual materials
related to the nominees and project. The collection is arranged into two
series: Project Files and Nominee Materials. •

 Fidencio Duran is one of the Trailblazers featured in the collection. The AHC also
recently finished processing Duran’s papers, a separate collection. AR.2010.026(266),
Austin History Center, Austin Public Library. Photo by Grace McEvoy.

Daniel Dwight Camacho Nov 22, 1945 - April 27, 2016
Editor’s Note: On April 27, 2016 a long-time friend and supporter of the Austin History Center, Danny Camacho, passed away, the victim of a
heart attack. Besides the hours of volunteer work Danny did at the AHC and at AHCA events, he was one of the first members of Save Austin’s
Cemeteries. Below is a loving tribute to Danny, written shortly after his passing by SAC president and founder Dale Flatt.
As a cemetarian I often
tell people that we live our
lives between the dash,
that familiar mark between
our birth and death dates
commonly found on a modern
headstone. From the moment
we take our first breath to the
exhalation of our last breath,
those moments are marked
by a dash. A baby’s heart
starts beating 18 days from
conception, then, one day our
 Danny Camacho, friend of the Austin History heart falters and it stops, and
Center and Save Austin’s Cemeteries.
then comes the dash.
Our lives are the combination of our experiences, it is what we do and
how we handle life’s events that help write our life story. Everyone has
a story. Most are very similar. Danny’s was a life rich with experiences.
I find myself privileged to have not only called him friend, but to have
traveled with him on four separate road trips, two out of state, to learn
more about historic cemeteries. Just last week we discussed yet another
“Road Trip” –another chapter of the Danny & Dale Show, while gas
prices were still low.
Most of us who knew Danny will agree that he was a storyteller.
Danny’s passion for history and his strong sense of community service
were both fulfilled by his many years as a volunteer at the Austin History
Center. It was there that I would first meet Danny.
For the last 12 years, Danny and I explored Austin history together.
We served on a few nonprofit boards together, and often discussed the

frustration of working with city departments. Danny taught me how to
conduct research, where to find little nuggets of history and weave them
into someone’s life story, but more importantly he introduced me to the
art of telling a story.
Save Austin’s Cemeteries most popular tours are Murder Mayhem &
Misadventure. It was during these MMM tours that the showman Danny
was set free. One year it was a Beetlejuice style character, another year
he was a circus ring master, and then my favorite the Día de Muertos day of the dead style costume, with that purple hat. Danny was always a
crowd pleaser, a master showman and storyteller.
In the Hispanic culture the Day of the Dead is where loved ones go to
the cemetery and remember those who came before them. It is a colorful
event with costumes, flowers and makeup or masks. It is a celebration of
life where life stories of the dead are told to the younger generation. It is
believed that as long as these stories are told and passed down through
the generations, then the dead live on.
Danny made a choice years ago to choose cremation when his time
came. Danny’s family has honored his wishes. We are working with his
family, conducting research into the family lot at Historic Oakwood
Cemetery to figure out if Danny’s remains will have a final resting place
near his grandmother, in the cemetery he so loved.
While still in the discussion stage, rest assured Danny’s memorial
will not be a big green tent with cloth covered chairs with sad faces that
mark that day. In keeping with his cultural heritage, I think Danny would
have liked the idea of a Día de Muertos style procession starting off at
the chapel with his friends in colorful clothes, a little grease paint or a
mask to conceal our mundane identities which will allow us to openly
celebrate his life, and for a short period of time we will be the storytellers.
We become the dash in the story of Daniel Dwight Camacho’s life.
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Two New Exhibits at the AHC
The Austin History Center recently opened 2 new exhibits for your
viewing pleasure. On view in the Grand Hallway and Lobby is “Once
& Again: Selections from the Austin History Center’s Past Exhibits.”
In 2007 the Austin History Center began to expand its exhibits program. Today the exhibits program has grown from an ancillary aspect
of the AHC to part of its core services. But exhibits in an archive
present particular challenges. Unlike a museum that specializes in
collecting three-dimensional artifacts, most of the materials come in
a more two-dimensional format – letters and papers and photographs.
Yet this difference can also be a great strength. Because these are
primary sources, they allow for a
greater degree of detail and precision in telling a historical narrative. Also, depending upon the
interests of the researcher, the
kinds of information that can be
extracted from historical documents is virtually endless.
From these primary sources
a researcher can truly get into
the nitty-gritty of history, and
our exhibits over the past nine
years have sought to bring forward this aspect of our local
history.
If you have never visited us
before,
we hope this taste of our
 The New Deal program under President
past exhibits inspires you to reFranklin Roosevelt, seen here on a train
stop in Austin in 1936, was the focus
turn. And for those who have beof one of the AHC’s previous exhibits.
come familiar with some of the
Fifteen past exhibits are featured in the
new “Once & Again” exhibit. Image #
exhibits we’ve mounted already,
PICA 25665, Austin History Center, Austin
we hope this sampling reminds
Public Library.

you of how incredibly interesting and nuanced local history can be.
The exhibit runs through the end of the year.
The newest exhibit in the David Earl Holt Photo Gallery is “Looking
Back: 50 Years After the UT Tower Shooting.” This exhibit seeks to
better our understanding of this tragic event, both in the context of its
time and impact locally, as well as how we can, and possibly should
learn from the experience today as our country continues to experience
mass shootings on campuses and other public areas. It asks the viewer
to explore what the University of Texas Tower shooting means for us
today as a society. Was this tragedy and others like it preventable?
What role does mental health play in such tragedies? By preserving the
memory of this horrific event, it is our hope that we, as a people, can
better understand why it happened in the first place in order to prevent
more tragedies like this one from happening in the future. The exhibit
opened July 26 and runs through November 20, 2016.
Also, don’t forget that the AHC’s exhibit, “Generations on Paper:
Preserving the Pease Papers at the Austin History Center,” is on display at the Neill-Cochran House Museum until the end of 2016.

�A...ANNUAL MEETING Charles Page, president and general
manager of Austin Air Balance Corporation, and Arnold Garcia;
longtime news reporter and editorial board member of the Austin American-Statesman, now retired. AHCA Volunteer of the Year
awards were presented to Don Lewis, a familiar face to anyone who
frequents events at the Austin History Center, and Paulette Delahoussaye, a librarian who has lent her cataloging skills to the AHC
the past four years.
With formal business tended to, the Annual Meeting segued into
a celebration of the work that has been achieved by the AHCA Oral
History Committee and the people committee members have interviewed, with recognition of the nine living former Austin mayors and
22 others who have helped Austin flourish through their work and
civic contributions. The oral histories were funded by grants from
Humanities Texas and the Lola Wright Foundation, and the bound
transcripts presented to each person who was the subject of an oral
history, were made possible by Austin Book Arts Center. •

 Former Austin mayors Gus Garcia and Will Wynn catch up before the start of the
AHCA Annual Meeting.

 Witnesses to the horrific UT Tower shootings on August 1, 1966. Image # PICA
37431, Austin History Center, Austin Public Library.

To nominate someone for an AHCA oral history interview, find the “Oral History Nomination Submission” link at AustinHistory.net under the “Community” tab.
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�A...LUNCHEON returned to Austin, cementing our city as the seat
of Texas government.
Each year, the Austin History Center Association honors Eberly’s
insurgent spirit with the Angelina Eberly Luncheon, an event where
present-day visionaries gather to celebrate Austin’s past. Noted AustinAmerican Statesman columnist Michael Barnes takes center stage
at the 2017 Eberly Luncheon with “Other Voices, Other Times,” a
panel discussion that looks at Austin’s history through the eyes of the
African-American, Latino, Asian-American, and LGBT communities. In
keeping with tradition, the Angelina Ebery Luncheon will take place at
Austin’s historic Driskill Hotel January 27, 2017.
For tickets, or to learn more about the following sponsorship opportunities, visit www.AustinHistory.net; call AHCA Executive Director
Jeff Cohen at 512-270-0132; or contact Charles Peveto, chairman of
the Eberly Luncheon committee, at 512-350-6034 or email Charles
at cmp78701@yahoo.com.

Highlights from the 2016 Angelina Eberly Luncheon

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS
 The 2016 Angelina Eberly Luncheon featured a panel of Austin’s most
noteworthy builders. From left to right: John Street, Tom Stacy, Sandy
Gottesman, John Rosato.

All sponsors receive:
•

Company or individual names displayed during Luncheon on
printed programs, TV screens, and printed boards.

•

Company and individual names listed on print, web, email and
electronic invitations produced prior to the event.

•

Company and individual names listed in print, web, and digital
recognition in period following the event.

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
$10,000 ANGEL SPONSOR
•

Full Table of 10 Eberly Luncheon Reservations

•

Designated Table Sponsor with Exclusive Table Signage naming
you or your company

 Former Austin Mayor Bruce
Todd acknowledges the crowd
at the 2016 Angelina Eberly
Luncheon.

$5000 GLOBAL SPONSOR
•

6 Eberly Luncheon Reservations

•

Designated Table Sponsor with Exclusive Table Signage naming
you or your company

$2500 PREMIUM SPONSOR
•

4 Eberly Luncheon Reservations

•

Table Signage naming you or your company

$1250 EVENT SPONSOR
•

2 Eberly Luncheon Reservations

•

Table Signage naming you or your company

At all levels, additional reservations can be purchased for $150 apiece.

 The Angelina Eberly Luncheon attracts Austin visionaries who have an
appreciation for the city’s rich history. Left to right: Robert Sullivan, Suzy
Lindeman Snyder, Debbie Martin and Dr. David Gracy enjoy the festivities at the
2016 event.

For more information, please contact AHCA at 512-270-0132 or
512-484-4119.
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Taniguchi Shares Story of
Grandfather’s Garden
Former AHCA President Evan Taniguchi speaks to a gathering
at Taniguchi Garden in the Zilker Botanical Garden on
March 26. The Garden was designed and crafted by Evan’s
grandfather, Isamu Taniguchi, in the late 1960’s as a gift
to the citizens of Austin. Keiji Asakura of the urban design
and landscape architectural firm Asakura-Robinson, also
spoke on the relevance of the Japanese garden in American
culture. Learn more about the Isamu Taniguchi Japanese
Garden at www.ZilkerGarden.org. Click the Garden tab.

Thinkery Austin Provides Unique Opportunity for AHC Outreach
By day The Thinkery is an evolution of the Austin Children’s Museum,
a place where science and families play side by side. By night the
museum is closed to children as it morphs into Thinkery21, a place
where adults age 21 and up, eat, drink, and mingle while experiencing
innovative science and art.
During the past year, the Austin History Center has participated in
several outreach events at Thinkery21. In honor of Halloween the AHC
helped stage Murder in the Museum, where attendees attempted to
solve a murder using crime scene investigation techniques. The AHC
provided a mini-exhibit highlighting the early use of forensics and
other investigative techniques used in historic murder investigations
in Travis County, including the so-called Servant Girl Murders.
Attendees were also able to touch history by perusing the pages of
an 1899 Austin Police Department ledger of arrests to see how often
citizens were arrested for “malicious mischief” and “rudely displaying
a deadly weapon.”
The success of the first event inspired two more, one in January
2016 and the other in February 2016. The January theme was Super
Powers: Science Facts, Fantasy & Fiction. The AHC provided images
from the 1966 world premiere of the first full-length Batman movie
starring Adam West at the Paramount Theatre. Attendees could also
sign-up for library cards and check out books related to superheroes
and superpowers.
The theme in February was Science of Sex. The AHC set up

BY MOLLY HULTS

 Attendees having their photos taken as Batman (Adam West) and Catwoman (Lee
Meriwether). Forty-two of these photos were posted to the AHC Facebook page. Photo
credit: Grace McEvoy, Austin History Center.

an exhibit featuring historic images that documented how women
attracted the attention of potential suitors and the history of Guy Town,
Austin’s infamous red-light district that flourished in the late 1800s
in what is now known as downtown’s Warehouse District. Attendees
could have their picture taken as a 1930s famous burlesque dancer
or as a Victorian-age couple using photo cutouts reproduced from the
AHC’s historic photograph collection.
To learn more about Thinkery21, visit the Programs & Events
section of the Thinkery website, www.thinkeryaustin.org.

KEEP AUSTIN H ISTORY
Join the Austin History Center Association Today! Visit austinhistory.net or email
director@ahca.net to learn more about the benefits of membership.
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You Need to Get Out More
BY GEOFF WOOL

The Austin History Center continues to serve as a hub for people who have
helped shape the growth and culture of our city during the past half-century, and those who help keep that history alive through academic exploration.

 Author Monte Akers speaks to a standing room only crowd at the Austin History
Center on July 26. Akers and co-authors Nathan Akers and Dr. Roger Friedman were
the featured speakers at the opening reception of the AHC’s exhibit, “Looking Back: 50
Years After the UT Tower Shooting.” The exhibit was an appropriate backdrop as Akers,
Akers and Friedman used the event to launch their new book, Texas Tower Sniper:
America’s First Campus Active Shooter. Photo credit: Alexis Akers.

SAVE THESE DATES
SEPTEMBER 18
Austin Museum Day
Join us for an afternoon
program at the Austin
History Center

OCTOBER 16
Austin Archives Bazaar
At Scholz Garten,
sponsored by the Austin
History Center and AHCA

 Jane Sibley, noted Austin philanthropist and champion of the arts shares a moment
with AHCA President Charles Betts at the AHCA’s Annual Meeting May 22. The event
served to recognize Sibley, along with 30 other notable Austin residents, who have
participated in the AHCA’s oral history program.

AUSTIN HISTORY CENTER (AHC) - 810 Guadalupe (at 9th)
Open Tue.–Sat. 10am – 6pm & Sun. 12pm – 6pm Call 512-270-0132
OCTOBER 25
Out of the Blue: 50 Years
After the UT Tower Shooting
Panel discussion at the
Austin History Center

NOVEMBER 5 –
NOVEMBER 6
Texas Book Festival
On the Texas State
Capitol grounds

JANUARY 27
Angelina Eberly Luncheon
Austin American-Statesman
columnist Michael Barnes
keynotes our annual event at
the Driskill Hotel

Visit AustinHistory.net for more specific information about these and other upcoming events.
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